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Tired of Wasting Away in a Job You Hate? Sick
of Being Called a Restless Millennial?
Learn the strategies and tips to take control of your career and business, deeply explore what you
were always meant to do, plus find and win your dream job, reach decision makers, negotiate a higher
salary, title and benefits! Learn the proven system that helps achieve your potential as a human and
professional, plus start your own business faster while skipping the entrepreneurial learning curve.

Yuri’s presentations will show you how to:
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Figure out your life mission, values, outcomes and
role
Find your ideal career and research companies
where you can do your life’s best work
Tell just the right story for the right audience to get
results through your resume, LinkedIN + interviews
Get interviews with decision-makers who can hire
you, bypassing HR
Ace behavioral and conventional interviews to win
your dream job
Negotiate higher salary and title, plus better benefits
Succeed in your dream job, starting with the first 100
days

Book Yuri for your next speaking event
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Testimonials
“"Yuri's coaching was helpful beyond measure and finally allowed me to walk into an interview
with confidence. Prior to our discussion, I was always nervous and never felt adequately prepared,
and Yuri gave me some great strategies and candid feedback that took away a lot of my interview
anxiety. Not only that, I had an interview coming up on short notice, and Yuri was very flexible with
his schedule so that I could be prepared. With his help, I received a great job offer and can finally
put the job-search behind me."”
– Matthew D., 33, Tech Startup Employee
“Yuri partners with his clients in thought-provoking and inspiring ways to motivate them toward
action. Yuri is an excellent coach and has created a methodology that spurs clients to maximize
their potential. Yuri brought to our sessions professionalism, creativity, resourcefulness and a
profound commitment to help get results.”
- Michael N., 36, Investment Management Exec
“Yuri was great. Very responsive and thorough. He wanted to know about my interests outside of
work and helped me think about tying everything together to make a career, not just a job. He also
helped me understand how aspects of my current job translate to other industries and careers.”
- Stacy, 36, Public Finance Exec
Yuri Kruman is a trusted business, career and life coach and
professional strategist based in New York. CEO / Founder of
Master The Talk Career Consulting, he is also a Member of
the Forbes Career Council. He has helped clients of all career
stages, industries and job markets around the world (and all
around the U.S.) to chart a clear path on their careers,
building confidence and understanding along the way and
empowering people with the knowledge they need to find,
compete for and win their dream, revamping their résumé,
acing that interview and negotiating for the title and salary
they deserve. Yuri has worked with and consulted for
seemingly every sector of the professional world, from tech
startups to multinational banks, pharmaceutical companies,
law and academia—experience he now brings to help
individuals set clear goals toward career advancement. He is
likewise a well-published author and health tech
entrepreneur, featured on Forbes, Inc., Fast Company, BBC,
Time and PBS. He has spoken at NYU Entrepreneurial
Institute / Wasserman Center, General Assembly, The Muse,
UPenn and Columbia University and appeared on The
Commando Coach and Happen To Your Career podcast.
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